
The Bible Is Unique #18 (Archaeology Confirms New Testament Record) 

Oh, after all the historical discoveries and archaeology and literature about the accuracy of 
the text of the New Testament, there’s no wonder why E.M. Blaiklock [Edward Musgrave 
Blaiklock] the professor of classics at Auckland University in New Zealand concluded, “Luke 
is a consummate historian, to be ranked in his own right with the great writers of the Greek 
and then A.N. Sherman White -- who is a Roman historian and very respected Roman 
Historian -- said “for Acts,” meaning the book of Acts, “written by Luke the confirmation of 
historicity is overwhelming.” F.F. Bruce who passed away several years ago probably rated 
the greatest authority on manuscripts in the Greek text.  

From Manchester University Dr. F.F. Bruce said, “It may be legitimate to say that archaeology 
has confirmed the New Testament record.”  And then Dr. Craig Blomberg, the New 
Testament scholar, said, “An historian who has been found trustworthy where he or she can 
be tested should be given the benefit of the doubt in cases were no tests are available.”  

In the last number of segments I went through activity after activity, event after event, fact 
after fact.  Totally apart from the Scriptures and archaeological discoveries that confirm the 
inner testimony.   

I conclude with these scholars, that Luke is unsurpassed.  I conclude that if I cannot trust 
Luke in the detail of his accuracy, then there is no one I’ve ever studied or read that I could 
trust.  The Bible is accurate and it’s been confirmed by extra non-biblical sources that confirm 
the inner testimony. 

Summary:  A number of renowned scholars in archeology and Roman history like E. M. 
Blaiklock of New Zeeland, A. N. Sherman White, F. F. Bruce, and Craig Blomberg all agree 
that Luke, the writer of the Gospel of Luke and the Book of Acts, is a consummate historian, 
whose writings are trustworthy and overwhelmingly historically accurate.  Therefore due to all 
of the extra non-biblical sources, that confirm the inner testimony, we conclude that the Bible 
is completely accurate and true. 

Questions: 

1. What do each of these renowned people say regarding Luke’s writings?  Blaiklock? 
White? Bruce? and Blomberg?  

2. How has the inner testimony of the Scriptures been confirmed? 
3. Is the Bible accurate? 
4. Who are some scholars and their field of expertise that confirm Bible accuracy?  

 


